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ss of yolk–shell structured
nanoparticles and their application in catalysis

Meiyu Si,ab Feng Lin, *a Huailan Ni,a Shanshan Wang,b Yaning Luac

and Xiangyan Meng*a

Yolk–shell nanoparticles (YSNs) have attracted a broad interest in the field of catalysis due to their unique

structure and properties. The hollow structure of YSNs brings high porosity and specific surface areas which

is conducive to the catalytic reactions. The flexible tailorability and functionality of both the cores and shells

allow a rational design of the catalyst and may have synergistic effect which will improve the catalytic

performance. Herein, an overview of the research progress with respect to the synthesis and catalytic

applications of YSNs is provided. The major strategies for the synthesis of YSNs are presented, including

hard template method, soft template method, ship-in-a-bottle method, galvanic replacement method,

Kirkendall diffusion method as well as the Ostwald ripening method. Moreover, we discuss in detail the

recent progress of YSNs in catalytic applications including chemical catalysis, photocatalysis and

electrocatalysis. Finally, the future research and development of YSNs are prospected.
1. Introduction

With the continuous research on materials science, nano-
materials with unique structure and function have attracted
more and more attention, in which the yolk–shell structured
nanoparticles (YSNs), or so-called rattle-typed structured
nanoparticles become one of the most popular nanomaterials.
The unique yolk–shell structure endows YSNs with excellent
physical and chemical properties, showing great potential in
many different elds, such as lithium-ion batteries, drug
delivery, nanoreactor and catalysis. Indeed, the yolk–shell
structure represents a special core–shell structure with movable
core and functional shell, which can be more precisely
described as core@void@shell structure. Compared with the
conventional core–shell structure, the yolk–shell structure has
lower density, larger space, higher specic surface area as well
as stronger loading capacity.1 The hard outer shell structure not
only protects the inner core from agglomeration, but also allows
the selective adsorption and enrichment of various reactants,
promoting the reactions. The core of YSNs can move freely
inside the cavity, which allows a full contact with the reactant
and maximum exert its function. In addition, the cavity of YSNs
will provide a conned space and can be also used as a storage
or reaction chamber. According to the structure of core and
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shell, YSNs can be roughly divided into the following ve
different types:2 (i) single core encapsulated in shell; (ii)
multiple cores encapsulated in shell; (iii) core-satellite–shell
structure; (iv) single yolk in shell with multiple cores loaded on
shell surface; (v) single core within multiple shells (Fig. 1). Till
now, many different synthetic strategies have been developed
for the fabrication of YSNs. Among those, the hard template
method is considered to be the simplest and effective approach,
in which a layer of template material will be rst coated on
a hard-core surface, followed by coating with the target shell
material, and YSNs will be obtained aer sacricing the
template layer. The so template method is quite similar with
that of the hard template method, except for using vesicles
formed by the self-assembly of amphoteric molecules
(including surfactants and block copolymers) as the sacricial
Fig. 1 Diagram of different types of YSNs. (A) Single core encapsulated
in shell; (B) multiple cores encapsulated in shell; (C) core-satellite–
shell structure; (D) single yolk in shell with multiple cores loaded on
shell surface; (E) single core within multiple shells.
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template, which can easily be removed aerwards. Besides,
a series of self-template approaches have been developed
without the use of additional structural guiding template, such
as the galvanic replacement method, Kirkendall diffusion
method and Ostwald ripening method.3

The development of high efficiency, low cost and environ-
mentally friendly catalyst has been considered to be the main
desire in the eld of catalysis. Due to its unique structure and
properties, YSNs have practical signicance in nanocatalysis,
magnetic assisted catalysis, integrated catalysis and so on.3 On
the one hand, the hollow structure of YSNs brings it with high
porosity and specic surface areas which is conducive to the
catalysis reactions. On the other hand, the different composi-
tion of the core and shell may have synergistic effect which will
improve its catalytic activity and selectivity. Moreover, the
combination of the properties of core and shell can greatly
extend the application elds, for example, magnetic materi-
als@catalytic materials can be used for many times while
maintaining their activity,4 improving their recycling efficiency
and adapting to green and sustainable development.

Herein, we introduce in detail the synthesis and catalytic
application of YSNs. Firstly, we give a comprehensive overview
of the synthesis strategies: hard template method, so template
method, ship-in-a-bottle method, galvanic replacement
method, Kirkendall diffusion method as well as Ostwald
ripening method. All strategies are very effective and have their
own set of advantages that will lead to YSNs with the certain
composition and structure. Then, we focus on the state of the
art of YSNs in catalysis applications, including chemical catal-
ysis, photocatalysis and electrocatalysis. At last, the future
research and development of YSNs are prospected.
2. Synthetic strategies for YSNs
2.1 Hard template

Hard template method is one of the most universal methods for
preparing almost all types of YSNs materials.5,6 As shown in
Fig. 2, in this approach, the pre-synthesized core is rst coated
with one or two layers of hard template to form a core–shell or
sandwich-like structure, respectively. Then, the template (core,
shell, or middle layer) can be selectively removed by calcination,
Fig. 2 Illustration of hard template methods for preparing YSNs.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
chemical etching or solvent dissolution to create a cavity
between the core and outer-layer shell.

2.1.1 Partial removal of the core. In this method, YSNs are
obtained by partially removing of the core from above
mentioned core–shell structure. For example, Lee at al. fabri-
cated Au@SiO2 YSNs through partial etching of the Au core
inside SiO2 shell.7 Au particles are rst coated with SiO2 shell by
using the traditional stÖber method and followed by KCN
treatment, the reaction is as follows: 4Au + 8CN− + O2 + H+ /

4Au(CN)2
− + 2H2O. Therefore, a yolk–shell structure can be

formed as the size of the gold core becomes smaller (Fig. 3). By
using a similar method, Kim and co-workers fabricated
MF@SiO2 YSNs in which the Melamine formaldehyde (MF) core
is partially dissolved through an alkali treatment with ammo-
nium hydroxide (NH4OH). Furthermore, they used MF@SiO2

YSNs to encapsulate gold nanoparticles selectively and loaded
the gold particles on the MF cores.8

2.1.2 Partial removal of the shell. Partial shell dissolution
method is one of the most common methodologies for the
production of YSNs. Luo et al. developed a new oxidative linker
cleaving (OLC) process, which used 2,5-dinhyopoxytereph-
thalicacid (DOBDC) as a sacricial linker and selectively cleaved
it into small molecular fragments by oxidative ring-opening
reaction.9 During the synthesis of UiO-66-(OH)2, poly-
vinylpyrrolidone (PVP) coated Pd NPs with an average size of
25 nm were introduced, aer 1.5 h in peroxymonosulfate (PMS)
solution, reactive oxygen species (ROS) were generated around
the pre-embedded Pd NPs, which could be generated by cata-
lytic activation of PMS under acidic, neutral or alkaline condi-
tions by various metal ions, metal NPs, alloy NPs and metal
oxides, resulting in isolated cavities around each Pd NPs.
Therefore, the OLC process can be initiated and localized
around the pre-embedded Pd NPs, resulting in multiple NPs
being conned to a single crystal MOF (Metal Organic Frame-
work) particle alone, that is, forming a multi-yolk–shell struc-
ture (Fig. 4). The unique structure can effectively prevent the
Fig. 3 (A) Synthetic process of Au@SiO2 nanoreactor framework and
(B) TEM images: (a–f) of Au@SiO2 YNSs, (g, h) silica hollow shells.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 2140–2154 | 2141



Fig. 4 TEM images of (A) Pd@UiO-66-(OH)2 and (B) MYS-Pd@UiO-
66-(OH)2. (C) Schematic illustration of OLC process.

Fig. 6 (A) Illustration of the synthesis of p-SiO2@void@p-SiO2 YSNs by
the surface-protected etching process. (B) TEM images (a–d) of
a sample of SiO2@void@SiO2 colloids collected at different etching
time.
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agglomeration of nanoparticles and realize size selective
catalysis.9

2.1.3 Remove the middle shell. YSNs can also be prepared
via etching the middle layer from the sandwich structure. Zhu
et al. used carbon spheres as the templates to prepare rattle-type
Fe3O4@SiO2 YSNs.10 The carbon spheres that adsorbed with
iron source were coated with mesoporous silica via the StÖber
method, aer the removal of carbon templates and n-octade-
cyltrimethoxysilane (C18TMS) through calcination and the fol-
lowed reduction under hydrogen atmosphere, the rattle-type
Fe3O4@SiO2 YSNs are obtained. Similarly, Yang et al. prepared
Si@mesoporous carbon (mC) YSNs with large void exhibiting
long cycling stability and superior rate-capability.11 The
commercial silicon nanoparticles were rst coated with sacri-
cial silica layer via the StÖber method, followed by coating
with a mesoporous silica (mSiO2) shell by the means of
surfactant-templating sol–gel approach. Then, Si@mC YSNs
were obtained aer the pyrolysis and hydrouoric acid etching
of the sacricial silica layer (Fig. 5). Following this method,
Fig. 5 (A) Schematic illustration of the Si@mC YSNs. (B–G) TEM
images of the silica-coated commercial silicon.
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Au@ZrO2,12 Fe@porous carbon,13 and silica nano-rattle YSNs14

have been successfully synthesized.
2.1.4 Surface-protected etching. In 2008, the method of

“surface-protected etching” was put forward by Zhang and co-
workers, which includes two major principles:15 (i) the core
particles are coated with a layer of polymeric ligands; (ii) use
a suitable etching agent to etch material from the interior of the
particles. The polymer chain containing binding groups
surround the surface of particles and raise their stability against
etching,16 while selective etching inside the nanoparticles
results in the yolk–shell structure. Zhang et al. successfully
created rattle-type SiO2@void@SiO2 structure through this
method. Both core and shell are coated with poly-
vinylpyrrolidone (PVP), followed by NaOH etching. Under the
protection of PVP, the core maintains its original property, and
the obtained rattle-type colloids have mesoscale pores with two
distinct average sizes (Fig. 6).17
2.2 So template method

Compared with hard template method, the so template
method is a simple, facile and efficient approach for the prep-
aration of inorganic multi-functional YSNs,18 which overcomes
the difficulties related with selective etching, such as multiple
steps and accurate control of etchants. When noble metal cores
are dispersed in so template mixture, the so templates attach
to the cores to give well-dened assemblies under certain
conditions, which can be regarded as absorbed surfactant layers
or microemulsion for the preparation of YSNs, and so
template can be easily removed through washing or calcination.

2.2.1 Surfactant mixtures as the template. Liu et al. ob-
tained the hierarchical yolk–shell structure for the rst time by
encapsulating mesoporous silica NPs into the silica shell by
using surfactant mixture as template.19 As shown in Fig. 7A and
B, the core–vesicle complex was prepared by using a uoro-
carbon surfactant FC4 and core materials in a mixture of water,
ethanol and aqueous ammonia system. Then TEOS is added to
deposit silica shell on the surface of the core–vesicle complex,
aer which the YSNs are formed. Following this method,
SiO2@SiO2, Au@SiO2, and Fe2O3@SiO2 YSNs have been ob-
tained by Wu et al.20 For example, the NPs such as SiO2 and Au
are dispersed into a mixture of lauryl sulfonate betaine (LSB)
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 7 (A) Procedure for the preparation of yolk–shell structures. (B) TEM images of various yolk–shell materials. (C) Schematic procedure of NP/
SiO2 YSNs. (D) TEM images of yolk/shell structures encapsulated different kinds of NP cores: (a) 90 nm SiO2 NPs, (b) 220 nm SiO2 NPs, (c) 10 nm
Au NPs, and (d) spindle-like Fe2O3 particles.
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and sodium dodecyl benzenesulfonate (SDBS), and 3-amino-
propyltriethoxysilane (APS) to form the core–vesicle complex
followed by the coating of SiO2 shell (Fig. 7C and D).20 Thus, we
can speculate that by extending this method various NPs@SiO2

NPs could be produced.
2.2.2 Microemulsion as the template. Microemulsion is

a thermodynamically stable monodisperse system which is
composed of transparent droplets in oil (W/O) or oil droplets in
water (O/W). It is an ordered combination formed by surfactant
molecules at the oil/water interface. Microemulsions are usually
made up of surfactants, cosurfactant, solvents and water (or
aqueous solution).21 Liu et al. synthesized Ag@PSt (polystyrene)
YSNs by using the microemulsions as the template, it has two
major principles:22 (1) Ag+ change into Ag by g-irradiation via
inversed microemulsion to form silver nanoparticles; (2) the
interfacial-initiated polymerization of styrene. The water-
soluble initiator Fe2+–EDTA (ethylenediaminetetraacetate)–SFS
(sodium formaldehyde sulfoxylate) react with the oil-soluble
initiator CHPO (cumyl hydroperoxide) in the oil–water inter-
face to initiate the polymerization and result in the PSt shell.
Zhang et al. also demonstrated the preparation of Fe3O4@silica
YSNs via this approach. TritonX-100 is used as surfactant to
form a monolayer in W/O microemulsion system, then the rst
silica shell and outer silica shell are formed by the hydrolysis
and condensation of TEOS and N-[(trimethoxysilyl)-propyl]poly
(PS076) respectively,23 and nally Fe3O4@silica YSNs are ob-
tained aer washing and separation (Fig. 8).
Fig. 8 (A) Schematic diagram for the formation process of Fe3O4@-
silica YSNs. (B) TEM images of (a) Fe3O4@silica and (b) Fe3O4@silica
YSNs. (c) HAADF-TEM image of Fe3O4@silica NPs. (d) EDS analysis
along the diameter of the nanoparticle.
2.3 “Ship-in-a-bottle” method

In contrast to the hard template method which can be roughly
dened as “from inside to outside”, the “ship-in-a-bottle”
method is totally opposite which is actually “from outside to
inside”.24 The “ship-in-a-bottle” method includes normally
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 2140–2154 | 2143



Fig. 10 (A) (a) Synthetic route for the synthesis of ZIF-67@HCSs. TEM
images of the products corresponding to each step: (b, c) polystyrene
(PS) nanospheres; (d, e) PS@polypyrrole nanospheres; (f, g) HCSs; (h, i)
MI@HCSs; and (j, k) ZIF-67@HCSs. (B) Mechanism for the development
of MoS2@C YSNs through confined enrichment method.
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three steps: rstly, the hollow shell as nanoreactor is pre-
synthesized. Secondly, loading the core precursors into the
hollow shell. Thirdly, the core particles are formed in the hollow
cavity through chemical reaction or self-assembly process. In
this method, the hollow nanoparticles which act as the nano-
reactors will provide a space connement effect and restrict the
growth of core particles inside hollow cavities. According to the
formation mechanism, the “ship-in-a-bottle” method can be
divided into conned enrichment method and seed-mediated
growth method.

2.3.1 Conned enrichment method. The conned self-
assembly of guest molecules in hollow structures can be real-
ized by the selective absorption and enrichment of precursor in
hollow cavities. For example, the conned growth of MOF
nanocrystals in silica shell has been reported by Huang et al.
Through accurately regulating the structural composition of the
hollow material and the microenvironment, the Cu2+ can be
enriched inside the cavities of the hollow silica sphere, and then
the addition of organic ligands to the solution induces the
nucleation and growth of MOF in the cavity25 due to the local
higher concentration of metal ions (Fig. 9). Similarly, Qi et al.
have successfully prepared ZIF-67@HCSs YSNs via this method.
Hollow carbon nanospheres (HCSs) are pre-synthesized, then
a melting-diffusion strategy26 is used to inltrate 2-methyl-
imidazole (MI) into the hollow cavities of HCSs (MI@HCSs),
followed by the addition of Co(NO3)2 solution to induce the
formation of ZIF-67 inside the hollow carbon nanospheres
(Fig. 10A). Qiao et al. also used this approach to encapsulate
metal clusters in silica shell. Polymer dot@silica core–shell
nanoreactors are rst formed by the polymerization of ethyl-
enediamine and carbon tetrachloride inside the hollow silica,27
Fig. 9 (A) Synthesis routes for the confined growth of MOF crystals in
the mSiO2 shell. (B) Characterization of yolk–shell structured
MOF@mSiO2: (a–f) TEM images of the samples prepared at different
H3BTC concentrations; (g) TEM images of the yolk–shell structured
MOF@mSiO2 at different tilting angles; (h) EDX elemental maps of the
yolk–shell structured MOF@mSiO2.
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then target metal ions can be absorbed at the surface of polymer
dots due to the amine groups. Aer the calcination in the H2

and air respectively, metal cluster@silica YSNs are obtained.
Following this method, Xiue and co-workers prepared hollow

mesoporous carbon spheres (HMCSs) serve as nanoreactors to
conne the growth of MoS2 nanosheets (Fig. 10B).28 Dai and co-
workers also prepared HPW@Hollow S-1 YSNs successfully by
this method,29 Na2WO4 and Na2HPO4 are smaller than the pore
size of silicalite-1 (S-1), so they can penetrate into the cavities of
the hollow nanosphere and assemble to form phosphotungstic
acid (HPW) nanoparticles which will be conned within the
Hollow S-1. Recently, MoSe2@HCNS,30 ZIF-67@CNCs31 and
MxPy@CNCs32 were also successfully prepared by the conned
enrichment method.

2.3.2 Seed-mediated growth method. The seed-mediated
growth method is based on the encapsulation of seed inside
the hollow cavity, then changing the reaction conditions or
adding reducing agents promote the seed growth and nucle-
ation, resulting in the formation of YSNs. It is promised as one
of the most effective and exible method for growing noble
metal particles inside hollow microspheres. For example,
Pinkhassik and co-workers have synthesized Ag particles@pol-
ymer YSNs by using liposomes as nanoreactors which have the
aqueous core and the hydrophobic bilayer interior. Liposomes
containing monomers (1 : 1 mixture of tert-butylstyrene and
divinylbenzene) and a photoinitiator (2,2-dimethoxy-2-
phenylacetophenone, DMPA) in the bilayer and silver ions in
the aqueous core are prepared by hydrating a mixture of lipids
and monomers with the aqueous solution of silver nitrate fol-
lowed by extrusion,33 then UV light is used to initiate the
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 11 (A) (a) Synthesis of Ag@polymer YSNs. (b), (c), and (d) TEM images of Ag@polymer YSNs. (B) (a) Initiated synthesis of gold NPs inside hollow
porous nanocapsules. SEM image of acrylic (b) and styrene (d) nanocapsules and corresponding STEM images of the same nanocapsules (c, e). (f
and g) STEM images of Au NPs synthesized in the presence of KBr inside polystyrene nanocapsules.
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polymerization and Ag nanoparticles were formed inside the
nanocapsules (Fig. 11A). A similar method was used to prepare
Au nanoparticles inside hollow nanocapsules by the reduction
of Au3+ that pre-trapped in the hollow cavities with reducing
agents, such as tannic acid, b-cyclodextrin, and polyether den-
drimer,34 which can be easily fragmented by acid hydrolysis and
removed (Fig. 11B).

2.4 Galvanic replacement

Galvanic replacement is a remarkably efficient and facile route
to synthesis YSNs with controllable nanostructure, especially
for noble metal and metal oxides. The galvanic replacement is
mainly focus on the replacement reaction between two metals
with different electrical potential, in which the metal with
strong activity is used as reducing agent to replace the less
active metal from its salt solution. Typically, the core particles
Fig. 12 (A) Schematic illustration of the process for preparing Au/Ag@Au
SEM images of nanorattles. (E) SEM image of another sample that was p

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
coated with anode metal are placed in a cathode salt solution
where the dissolving of the anode metal surface and the depo-
sition of the cathode metal on the anode metal surface happens
simultaneously, leading to a void between the cathode metal
and anode metal.24 And in fact, the spacing of the voids rely on
reaction conditions which could eventually expand towards the
center, resulting in a hollow structure. For instance, Sun and co-
workers used this method preparing YSNs consisting of Au/Ag
alloy core and Au/Ag alloy shell. Two major details can be lis-
ted as follows: (1) electroless deposition of a conformal coating
of silver on the surface of an Au/Ag alloy nanoparticle; (2)
reaction of the resultant particle with an aqueous HAuCl4
solution to replace the coating of silver into Au/Ag alloy shell
larger in size.35 The size of the core, the thickness of the shell
and the avoid between the core and shell depend primarily on
the amount of HAuCl4 added to the reaction mixture (Fig. 12).
/Ag alloy YSNs. (B) TEM image of Au/Ag alloy colloids. (C) TEM and (D)
repared by increasing the volume of HAuCl4 solution to 0.6 ml.

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 2140–2154 | 2145



Fig. 14 (A) Schematic for the formation of h-Fe2O3 nanoparticles with
different interior structures fabricated by the Ostwald ripening
process. (B) TEM image of spherical h-Fe2O3 nanoparticles (a) and
egg-like h-Fe2O3 nanoparticles (b) with double-shelled hollow
structures. SEM images of two cracked yolk–shell structured h-Fe2O3

nanoparticles (c, d). (C) Schematic illustration of the evolution of
Au@Cu2O YSNs.

RSC Advances Review
Similarly, via this approach, a Pd@Cu core shell nanocube can
be changed into Pb@AuxCu1−x yolk–shell nanocage, with the
further addition of HAuCl4, the Cu shell can be dissolved from
the corners toward the interior, aer which the cavity will be
increasingly enlarged.36

2.5 Kirkendall diffusion method

The Kirkendall diffusion is another classical method for YSNs
synthesis, which is based on the ion-exchange. However,
instead of making use of the different electrical potential, the
Kirkendall diffusion occurs at the boundary of two different
metals when an imbalance in their diffusion rates appears,
leaving vacancies at the material side with the faster diffusion
rate. Similar to the galvanic replacement, this approach is also
appropriate for the preparation of composites with metal and
alloy. As illustrated in Fig. 13A, owing to faster diffusion rate of
metal A into B than that of B into A, the alloy (AB) grows in the
direction of the faster-moving species (A), which lead to unlled
voids and gaps le in the zone of the faster diffusing component
and coalesce into large pores,37 thus resulting in the YSNs. For
example, Cui and co-workers have prepared a kind of yolk–shell
Bi@C nanostructures via this approach, and the prepared Bi@C
YSNs have been proved to be an excellent solid catalyst on the
thermal decomposition of cyclotrimethylenetrinitramine.38

Railsback et al. demonstrated the transformation of Ni nano-
particles with different size to hollow or porous NiO through the
method of Kirkendall diffusion, Ni diffuse across the Ni/NiO
interface and vacancies are formed at the interface and
diffuse to the void. The void nucleates when vacancies super-
saturate, and the core becomes a small nanoball toward the end
of reaction (Fig. 13B).39

2.6 Ostwald ripening

Ostwald ripening is a physical phenomenon that refers to the
smaller crystal particles produced in the solution will gradually
dissolve into the surrounding medium due to their large
curvature and high interface energy,40 and then redeposit onto
larger crystalline or sol particles, which further increase the size
Fig. 13 (A) Schematic diagram of Kirkendall effect (JA, JB, and Jv are d
nanoparticles after oxidation in air at 300 °C for (a) 90, (b) 120, (c) 150, (d)
resolution TEM images are shown below (k–o).
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of the larger crystal particles. This process has recently been
widely used in the preparation of YSNs. For example, Zhong
et al. prepared hollow and yolk–shell structure h-Fe2O3 nano-
particles through the Ostwald ripening process. First, hydrazine
hydrate is added into the mixture of Fe3O4 and poly(vinyl-
pyrrolidone) (PVP) solution, then followed by heating,
washing and calcinating,41 aer which the products are
collected. By controlling the amount of PVP and reaction time,
h-Fe2O3 YSNs with spherical, egg-like, olivary elliptical and
shuttle-like structures41 can be easily obtained (Fig. 14A and B).
Li et al. obtained Au@Cu2O rattle-like YSNs,42 via the
iffuse fluxes of metal A, B, and void, respectively). (B) TEM images of
180, and (e) 210 min. Corresponding oxidation schemes (f–j) and high-

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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controllable growth of polycrystalline Cu2O shell surrounding
Au core and the followed the Ostwald ripening of Cu2O shell
(Fig. 14C).
3. Catalytic applications of YSNs
3.1 Chemical catalysis

Due to the unique properties of YSNs, such as low density,
movable core, void space between the core and shell, and their
readily tailorability and functionality in both the cores and
shells, YSNs materials have been widely used as catalysts in
many reactions.43–55 In most of the cases, the movable core of
YSNs oen serve as catalyst, while the outer shell can not only
control the diffusion of the reactants and products, but also
provide a connement effect which prevent particles agglom-
eration and improve the catalytic performance.

Lv et al. reported the use of MOF derived Ni@carbon YSNs as
reusable catalysts for reduction of Cr(VI). The results show that
Ni@carbon450 exhibit excellent catalytic performance in the
presence of HCOOH, and can completely reduce highly toxic
Cr(VI) to non-toxic Cr within 30 min, and due to protection effect
of the carbon shell, Ni@carbon450 displayed good stability and
high catalytic activity aer 10 cycles. As described in Fig. 15A,
HCOOH and Cr(VI) were rstly adsorbed on the surface of
Ni@carbon450 by electrostatic attraction and then Cr(VI)
Fig. 15 (A) Cr(VI) reduction mechanism in Ni@carbon450 in the
presence of HCOOH system. (B) The effect of pH (a), Cr(VI) concen-
tration (b), temperature (c) and HCOOH concentration (d) on Cr(VI)
reduction catalyzed by Ni@carbon450.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
entered the interior of YSNs to reach the active sites. The
dehydrogenation decomposition of HCOOH produced H2

which will be enriched on the surface of the catalyst, and Ni will
promote the production of Hc, which can readily induce the
reduction of Cr(VI) to Cr(III).56 Fig. 15B shows that pH value and
temperature has also a great inuence on the catalytic perfor-
mance. Yu et al. used Fe3O4@RF (resorcinol formaldehyde)
@Au-void@Ys-mPMO (yolk–shell magnetic periodic meso-
porous organosilica) to synthesize Au@YS-mPMO with amphi-
philic shell, high surface area (393 m2 g−1), tunable
intermediate hollow space (150–156 nm) and high super-
paramagnetism (34.4–37.1 cmu g−1),57 which can be used not
only as a solid emulsier to disperse styrene in water, but also as
an interface catalyst to convert styrene into styrene oxide with
excellent conversion and selectivity of 97.5% and 83.3%
respectively (Fig. 16). Dai and co-workers successfully synthe-
sized CeO2@Pt-Beta YSNs as novel catalysts to improve the H2

production by LT-ESR (Low Temperature-Ethanol Steam
Reforming) reaction. Compared with Pt-Beta and CeO2–Pt-Beta
catalysts, CeO2@Pt-Beta catalysts show better catalytic perfor-
mance and excellent stability, the conversion of ethanol is 100%
and the selectivity of hydrogen can reach 67%.58 It is proposed
that the ethanol will rst enter the interior of the YSNs, then
interact with Pt to dehydrogenate to acetaldehyde which will
readily decompose into CH4 and CO. At the same time, SAR
(CH3CHO + 3H2O / 2CO2 + 5H2) reactions promote the
production of H2, and CeO2 cores also promotes the WGS (CO +
H2O / CO2 + H2) and ETD (C2H5OH / CH3CHO + H2) reac-
tion, resulting inmore H2. Finally, H2 and CO2 are puried from
the mixed gas by the selectivity of Pt shell.

Lv et al. reported the superior selectivity (47.4%) of Pd@Al3–
MSiO2 YSNs in the hydrogenolysis of glucose to 1,2-propylene
glycol (1,2-PG) (Fig. 17A and B). Aer even 7 times of recycling,
the selectivity of 1,2-PG still could reach 38.5% and the
conversion of glucose was 90.4% (Fig. 17C).59 It is proposed that
Al atoms can enter mesoporous SiO2 to form 4-coordinated Al
species, which will provide more Lewis acid sites. On the one
hand, glucose will be isomerized into fructose in the pores of
the shell, and then fructose undergoes retro-aldol condensation
in the hollow cavity of the YSNs to generate C3 precursor of 1,2-
PG (Fig. 17D). Liu et al. prepared YSNs with Ag nanoparticles
wrapped in porous Tanus polymer shells composed of hyper-
crosslinked polystyrene (xPS) and acrylic acid (PAA) brush
lining. The porous outer layer of xPS will be benecial for the
diffusion of cationic dyes, and PAA with carboxyl groups show
great affinity for cationic dyes, making them easier to be
enriched in the cavity of YSNs.60 The catalytic experiment shows
that, under the same experimental conditions, the catalytic
performance of Ag@PAA-xPS is much better than that of
Ag@xPS, indicating the important role of PAA in the catalyst. Li
and coworkers prepared (Pd/C)@Tp(2,4,6-trihydroxybenzene-
1,3,5-tricarbaldehyde)Pa(phenylenediamine) COFs(covalent
organic frameworks) YSNs for catalyzing the Suzuki reaction.
The cut off efficiency of the catalyst for aryl benzene was 100%.
When the Pd loading was only as 0.05 mol%, the conversion for
aryl benzene was as high as 82%.50 In addition, the catalyst
could be easily recovered by ltration and reused without any
RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 2140–2154 | 2147



Fig. 16 (a, b) TEM images of Fe3O4@RF nanospheres and Au@YS-mPMO YSNs. (c) Microscopic scenario of the reaction occurring on the
emulsion platform. (d) The optical microscopy image of the formed pickering emulsion. (e, f) The catalytic performance of the Au@YS-mPMO
and YS-mPMO@Au for the epoxidation of styrene at different reaction conditions.
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deactivation. The Pd nanoparticles immobilized on the carbon
core release Pd atoms to undergo oxidative addition with aryl
benzene, and then react with phenylboric acid to produce
intermediates (Ar1-Pd-Ar2). Then Pd atoms are captured by the
parent Pd core, which catalyzes the completion of the Suzuki
reaction. Acharya et al. synthesized Au@carbon YSNs which can
efficiently catalyze the reduction of 2-amino-4-nitrophenol (NP)
to 2,4-diaminophenol (AP).61 Within 60 min, the deep yellow
Fig. 17 (A) Activity and selectivity of Pd@Al-MSiO2 YSNSs for glucose hy
YSNSs, (d) Pd@Al2-MSiO2 YSNSs, (e) Pd@Al3-MSiO2 YSNSs, (f) Pd@Al4-MS
and fructose on Pd@MSiO2 YSNSs and Pd@Al3-MSiO2 YSNSs. (C) (a) Re
Pd@Al3-MSiO2 YSNSs recovered after the 7th catalytic run. (D) The possib
isomerization, R2: retro-aldol condensation, R3: hydrogenation.
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solution gradually faded, the absorbance at 443 nm (NP) of the
UV-Vis absorption spectrum gradually decreased, and a new
absorption peak appeared at 320 nm (AP).

3.2 Photocatalysis

Photocatalysis has been regarded as one of the most promising
green technologies in chemical conversion, which is driven by
the active electrons and holes that generated through
drogenolysis. (a) blank, (b) Pd@Al0.5-MSiO2 YSNSs, (c) Pd@Al1-MSiO2-
iO2 YSNSs, (g) Pd@Al5-MSiO2 YSNSs. (B) The hydrogenolysis of glucose
usability test in the hydrogenolysis of glucose. (b) TEM image of the
le reaction route of glucose hydrogenolysis on Pd@Al-MSiO2 YSNs. R1:

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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photoexcitation. Photocatalysts play the most vital role in pho-
tocatalysis, thus the research and development of highly effi-
cient photocatalysts is pivotal to the development of
photocatalytic technology.16 Due to the unique architecture and
exible compositions, YSNs can not only enhance light scat-
tering in the hollow space and provide a large specic surface
area to create sufficient active sites, but also allow the enrich-
ment of the reactant and provide a homogeneous reaction
environment, which minimizes environmental effects in cata-
lytic reactions, achieving improved catalytic performance. In
recent years, there are many studies on the preparation of metal
oxide@metal oxide yolk–shell structure for photocatalysis.
Besides, because Au, Ag, Pd and other noble metal nano-
particles show strong spectral adsorption in the UV-vis band,
noble metal@oxide yolk–shell structure show better light
absorption and enhance the separation efficiency of electron–
hole pairs. In addition, the magnetic materials such as Fe3O4

wrapped in semiconductor metal oxide results in magnetic
separation performance that can be easily recycled under the
action of external magnetic eld.4

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) such as formaldehyde,
benzene, xylene and lipids oen come from the furniture,
industrial facilities and construction products and so on.62 They
are not only toxic substances, but also are photochemical
reactive with other air pollutants, resulting in secondary
pollution, which will cause great harm to environmental quality
and human health. Yue et al. prepared Au@TiO2 YSNs for
photocatalytic degradation of gaseous toluene under visible
light. The degradation rate of gaseous toluene with Au@TiO2

YSNs was 1.63 times higher than of Au@TiO2 core–shell nano-
spheres catalyst and the removal rate of gaseous toluene
reached 57% when the concentration of Au@TiO2 YSNs catalyst
was only 0.14 wt% within 3 h,62 and the catalyst dosage of
Au@TiO2YSNs and C7H8 concentration are also explored as
factors affecting the degradation efficiency of gaseous toluene
(Fig. 18A–D). It is proposed that h+, OHc, cO2−, and Ti3+

produced in Au@TiO2 YSNs are the main active components
during the reaction. Meanwhile, the separation efficiency of e−/
h+ pairs was improved by unique yolk–shell structure and
Fig. 18 C7H8 photodegradation with different (A) Au content in Au@TiO
Au@TiO2YSNs and (D) C7H8 concentration. (E) The photocatalytic degra

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR) effect of Au cores,
leading to excellent photocatalytic performance (Fig. 18E).

YSNs can also be used as photocatalyst for the degradation of
organic pollutants in water, such as dyes,63–75 pesticides76 and
antibiotics.77,78 For example, Wang et al. reported the prepara-
tion of Fe3O4@ns-TiO2/Ag/g-C3N4 YSNs which exhibited supe-
rior photocatalytic performance for degradation of methyl
orange. The reaction rate constant is 0.12723, which is 2.36
times of Fe3O4@ns-TiO2 and 3.64 times of commercial P25.74

The combination with g-C3N4 and the LSPR effect of Ag extend
the light response range of TiO2 to the visible region. Ag located
between TiO2 and g-C3N4 can serve as an electron transfer
bridge to effectively promote the separation of electron–hole
pairs. Xiang and co-workers have prepared ZnFe2O4@-
void@ZnFe2O4 YSNs with excellent tetracycline (TC) photo-
Fenton degradation (Fig. 19A and C). Moreover, they found
that the presence of SO4

2− and Cl− could increase the degra-
dation rate of TC due to the production of radicals (Clc and
cSO4

2−) which retarded the combination of electrons and holes
(Fig. 19B).77

Photocatalytic decomposition of water is one of the most
promising and environmentally friendly approach for the
production of hydrogen, which is most ideal pollution-free
green energy sources in the 21st century. Wang and co-
workers fabricated UMT (ultrathin MoS2 decorated yolk–shell
TiO2) YSNs, in which the ultrathin MoS2 sheets are evenly
embedded on TiO2. When the loading amount of ultrathin
MoS2 is 0.14 wt%, the photocatalytic hydrogen evolution rate
(HER) is 2443 mm g−1 h−1, which is 100% and 470% of pristine
TiO2 (247 m mol g−1 h−1) and BMT (bulk MoS2/TiO2) (513m mol
g−1 h−1).79 They deposited Pt in UMT-0.14 YSNs (Pt/UMT-0.14),
and found that Pt was reduced and grown at the edge of ultra-
thin MoS2, which indicates that a large number of photoelec-
trons exist in ultrathin MoS2. In addition, they observed that
UMT-0.14 still shows stable HER performance aer 12 cycles,
and long sulfurization time led to a signicant decrease in
hydrogen production (Fig. 20). The signicant enhancement of
HER is attributed to the fact that the ultrathin MoS2 sheets
provide sufficient channels to accelerate the transfer of
2 core–shell nanospheres and (B) Au@TiO2YSNs, (C) catalyst dosage of
dation mechanism of Au@TiO2 YSNs.
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Fig. 19 (A) The (a) TC degradation rates and (b) kinetic curves of prepared samples under different condition, (c) the photo-Fenton degradation
activities for different pollutants by ZnFe2O4@void@ZnFe2O4 catalyst, (d) the degradation rates for mixed pollutants by ZnFe2O4@void@ZnFe2O4

catalyst. (B) Effects of inorganic anions on the photo-Fenton degradation of TC. (C) Photo-Fentonmechanism for TC degradation over the yolk–
shell ZnFe2O4@void@ZnFe2O4 sphere under visible light irradiation.

Fig. 20 (a) Photocatalytic H2 evolution test for MoS2–TiO2 compos-
ites with different mass ratios of MoS2; (b) TEM image of Pt/UMT-0.14;
(c) photoactivity comparison by various photocatalysts (TiO2, S–TiO2,
Pt–TiO2, UMT-0.14, and BMT-0.14); (d) Recycling of photocatalytic
HER over UMT-0.14 for twelve consecutive batches; (e) photocatalytic
activity of UMT-0.14 samples under different sulfuration time.
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photogenerated electrons between the TiO2 and ultrathin MoS2,
which improve the carrier density (1.97 × 1022 cm−3) and
reduces the transfer resistance. Similarly, Zhang et al. prepared
Cu@Cu2O YSNS with controllable morphology by changing the
concentration of OTAC (octadecyl trimethylammonium chlo-
ride).80 The photocatalytic hydrogen production rate was 97
times higher than that of pure TiO2, and showed excellent long-
term durability.

3.3 Electrocatalysis

With the development of mobile electronics and electric vehi-
cles, lithium-ion batteries with high energy density, high safety,
low cost and long-life periods are highly desirable.81 YSNs with
nanoscale void space and functional shells can act as a barrier
to prevent the aggregation of the encapsulated electroactive
2150 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 2140–2154
NPs. Moreover, it will offer sufficient space to accommodate the
huge volume variation of NPs during the charge/discharge
process, which can affect the insertion and detachment of
lithium ions and improve the cycling performance. Li et al.
prepared Fe3O4@C–PtRu YSNs as catalysts to enhance the
performance of lithium–O2 battery. When Fe3O4@C–PtRu
catalyst is used in the cathode of lithium–O2 battery, the elec-
trochemical performance of the battery has been greatly
improved. The battery has a high reversible capacity of
7996 mA h g−1 at 200 mA g−1, and the limited capacities of 21
and 32 cycles at 200 mA g−1 is 1000 and 500 mA h g−1 respec-
tively (Fig. 21A–C).82 As shown in Fig. 21D, Li2O2 discharge
products were deposited in the cavity of Fe3O4@C–PtRu YSNs
aer discharge. Aer recharging, the deposited products
disappear, and the Fe3O4 core can be observed again, which
indicates that the internal void between the shell and core can
overcome the volume change in the recharging/discharging
process (2Li + O2 4 Li2O2) and maintain a good shape of the
yolk–shell structure, thereby improving the performance of
lithium–O2 batteries. Wang and co-workers reported that the
addition of Fe2O@N/HCSs into the cathode of Zn–air battery
can achieve high open circuit voltage (1.57 V), high power
density (140.8 mW cm−2), high specic capacity
(726.9 mA h g−1) and excellent long-term cycle performance
(300 h) compared with commercial Pt/C + RuO2 (Fig. 22).83

Similarly, Kun et al. reported the use of NiCO2Px/rGO YSNs as
bidirectional catalysts in the sold–liquid process of advanced
lithium–sulfur battery. They claimed that the unique yolk–shell
structure exposes more catalytic active sites, which ensure more
effective contact between catalysts and polysuldes, and
provides sufficient space for sulfur loading and volume varia-
tion during the buffer cycle. As a result, the sulfur cathode
assembled with NiCO2Px/rGO has a high capacity of
1238.7 mA h g−1 at 0.1 C and still maintains a stable discharge
capacity of 561.1 mA h g−1 aer 400 cycles.84 Finally, they
© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 21 (A) The initial discharge–charge curves of pure KB, Fe3O4, Fe3O4@C Fe3O4@C–PtRu cathodes at 200 mA g−1. (B) The discharge–charge
performance and of the Fe3O4@C–PtRu electrodes at 200mA g−1 with curtailing with the capacities to 1000mA h g−1. (C) The discharge–charge
performance of the Fe3O4@C–PtRu electrodes at 200 mA g−1 with curtailing with the capacities to 500 mA h g−1. (D) The different magnified
SEM images of the (a, b) fresh, (c, d) full discharged and (e, f) full re-charged Fe3O4@C–PtRu electrodes.
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further studied the nucleation and dissolution of Li2S, the dis-
charging and charging proles of Li2S8 on different surfaces
and electrodes conrmed that NiCO2Px/rGO was an excellent
bidirectional catalyst in redox conversion (Li2Sx 4 Li2S).

Electrolytic water is also an environmentally friendly way to
produce hydrogen at present. However, the oxygen evolution
Fig. 22 (a) Schematic illustration of the aqueous Zn–air battery with Fe2
optical images of red LED lightened by Zn–air battery based on Fe2O@
discharge curves at a current density of 20 mA cm−2 of Zn–air battery
amplified charge–discharge profiles upon cycling at different testing time
Fe2O@N/HCSs as air cathode.

© 2023 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
reaction (OER) involved in electrolytic water is considered to be
the main bottleneck to for hydrogen production, since the
formation of O–O bond in OER is a 4e− process with slow kinetics
and requires high overpotential to reach its reaction barrier.85–87

Wang et al. designed Fe2O@N/HCSs YSNs with Fe–Nx active
sites as electrocatalysts, which showed excellent ORR (half-wave
O@N/HCSs as the air cathode. (b) The open-circuit voltage (inset: the
N/HCSs), (c) charging–discharging, and (d) power density curves (e)
based on Fe2O@N/HCSs and Pt/C + RuO2 as air cathode. (f–h) The
. (i) Cycling performance of the rechargeable Zn–air batteries based on

RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 2140–2154 | 2151



Fig. 23 (a) Polarization curves of the Ni–Co–Se samples with various Ni and Co atomic ratios and the commercial IrO2. (b) The overpotential
contrast for the catalysts at a current density of 50 mA cm−2. (c) The homologous Tafel plot. (d) The corresponding EIS spectra. (e) The chrono-
potentiometric measurement of NiCoSe2@Se YSNs at a current density of 10 mA cm−2. (f) The polarizations curves of the NiCoSe2 at the initial
state and after the electrolysis test.

RSC Advances Review
potential E1/2= 0.850 V, Tafel plots= 58.7 mV dec−1 and limited
current density JL = 5.750 mA cm−2) and OER (h10 = 289 mV,
Tafel plots = 52.4 mV dec−1) activity and stability (high relative
current of 87.0% aer 30 h electrolysis).83 It is proposed that
connement effect of YSNs with could improve the OER in the
hollow cavity and reduced the reaction delay caused by material
agglomeration. Besides, Fe3O4 nanoparticles embedded in
hollow carbon spheres could improve the electrical conductivity
of the materials and enhanced the effective distribution of Fe–
Nx active sites, thus leading to excellent ORR and OER proper-
ties. Similarly, Gan et al. synthesized a series of NiCoSe2@Se
YSNs based on Kirkendall effect. When the molar ratio of Ni to
Co is 1 : 1, NiCoSe2@Se YSNs showed the best OER performance
(highest current density at 1.0–1.65 V, low overpotential of
249 mV, lowest contact resistance and charge transfer imped-
ance, small Tafel slope of 43 mV dec−1 and tiny decay of 23 mV
over 20 h electrolysis) (Fig. 23).88 They believed that the metal
properties of selenide and the high conductivity of Ni enable
raid electron transfer between electrode and electrolyte, the
wide and hollow annular channel in the unique yolk–shell
nanostructure is conducive to the penetration and trans-
portation of electrolyte ions and the exposure of active centers.
4. Conclusions

In this review, we summarize the synthetic methods of YSNs
and their applications in the eld of chemical catalysis, pho-
tocatalysis and electrocatalysis. Despite many different
synthetic methods have been developed, there are still many
challenges need to be overcome. For instance, for removing the
sacricial layers in hard template method, environment-
friendly dissolving or etching agents is urgent desired to avoid
using the harmful dissolving solvents such as hydrouoric acid.
In addition, the so template method cannot well control the
uniformity of YSNs. Moreover, it is still lack of a common set of
approaches for the fabrication of YSNs, most of which involve
2152 | RSC Adv., 2023, 13, 2140–2154
multiple steps and work successfully only in specic situations.
Exploring more effective, environmentally friendly, universal
and low-cost synthetic methods is still our primary research
objective. In order to meet the requirements of practical appli-
cations, the core and shell of yolk–shell structure need to be
selectively functionalized, and YSNs with more complex struc-
ture and compositions are required. And a better control of the
structure, morphology and function of YSNs deserves further
investigation. Finally, more effort should be made to improve
the recyclability of YSNs.

When YSNs being used as catalyst, the porosity of the shell
can be further adjusted to regulate the diffusion rate of reac-
tants, so as to better control the catalytic performance. Simi-
larly, precise localization of the active sites in YSNs can also
improve the catalytic performance. For example, due to the
continuous movement of yolk core particles in a photocatalytic
process, where complex charge transfer and separation are
required, a rational design of the charge transfer mechanism
between yolk and shell will be a key future research direction.
Meanwhile, in the core and shell region, the spatial separation
of photogenerated electrons and holes is very difficult which
requires a new breakthrough. In addition, yolk–shell nano-
structures are expected to be used as electrocatalysts to improve
battery performance in the near future, especially when
commercial processes are established. Nevertheless, the appli-
cation of YSNs in more research elds needs to be explored.
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